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Problem & Task

Our GOAL is to build a model that makes continuous prediction of emotion valence as people read text. This
involves a emotion reconstruction process of the true emotion that is expressed by the story-teller.

Data

Approach

FIGURE 1: We collected a personal emotional story online, and feed into our model. The model is making emotion valence
prediction of the story-teller. In our mind, we are indeed reconstructing the whole story as if we were the storyteller.

Evaluation

Results

DATASET
- 193 video clips in total.
- 49 participants describing personal events, e.g.
- Positive emotions
- prize-winning moments
- university graduations
- Negative emotions
- a loved one passed away
- a romantic break-up with significant others
- Divided into Training (60%, 117 videos), Test (20%, 38
videos) and Evaluation (20%, 38 videos) sets.

Objective: We want to maximize the CCC score which
represents the agreement level between the true rating curve
and our predicted rating curve.

Conclusion

RATINGS
- True ratings are average values of human evaluations
(approximately 20 evals per video).

TABLE 1: This shows the comparison of performances of different
models using our tuned parameters. The performance of
Transformer is the best.
MODELS
- CNN Input Embedding Layers To Embed Time Windows
- Applied Local Attention Scores for the Hidden States Output of
LSTM encoders.
- LSTM Variants:
- LSTM with Linear Decoder
- LSTM with LSTM Decoder
- LSTM with Auto-regression Decoder
- Transformer with LSTM Decoder
- Customized Loss Function
- Loss function MSE
- Loss function CCC

● Modeling the emotion cognition process with linguistic
inputs remains a difficult yet important build block of
understanding the emotion cognition process of human.
● We have outlined ways to construct valid and effective
models to make continuous emotion valence
predictions over large text corpus.
● We hope that this paper will inspire more researchers to
accomplish more ambitious and quantitative results in
the future.
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